
The Definitive Guide To Eco-Friendly Cleaning Products & Our Recommendations
It's actually relatively easy being green (and clean) - by Monisha Rudhran

Consumer consciousness around waste, choosing ethical products and living more sustainably is

more prevalent than ever, but an area that’s often disregarded is, well, the area around us. By

now, most of us have done the research and have relatively solid stances on the food we

consume, the ingredients we’ll accept in our skincare, and make e�orts to always choose the

reusable options where possible. Yet, that same care is often not extended to the cleaning

products that are sprayed, swiped and wiped liberally around our homes. But it should be.

Who among us has not stood in the cleaning product aisle at the supermarket, staring down at

the natural or eco-friendly surface cleaner, before ultimately opting for a conventional

alternative? Whether it’s the price, unconscious bias about e�ectiveness, or simply an attachment

to the way our families cleaned house, there’s often a barrier to entry when it comes to

committing to eco-friendly cleaning products.

Why should we consider eco-friendly cleaning products?

“Research has shown that a lot of the ingredients in mainstream cleaning products are harmful to

our skin, eyes, and nervous system,” Jessica Bragdon and Paul Davidson, explain to me via email.

Bragdon and Davidson are the people behind Koala Eco, a natural and consciously made cleaning

product line. “That’s in addition to being harmful to the planet,” they add.

“Conventional cleaning products contain chemicals toxic to humans and animals, and are slow to

biodegrade (so toxic for the planet too). There’s a reason why the packaging of these products

show warnings about poisons and �ammability,” say Bragdon and Davidson.
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One of the main bene�ts of a well-formulated eco-friendly cleaning product is what is left out of

the bottle. “Eco-friendly cleaning products like the ones we make at Koala Eco are never tested on

animals, and they’re also free from dyes, petrochemical solvents, ammonia, caustics, phosphates,

bleach, sodium laurel sulphate, and non-sustainable Palm Oil-derived ingredients.”
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“They are also marine and septic tank safe: no bleach or chlorine, minimal impact on the

environment after drain disposal. Our products rapidly biodegrade into harmless by-products

providing a ‘down drain bene�t’. Essentially, bone-�de eco-cleaning products are people-, pet-

and planet-safe.” 

Beyond formulations, there’s also the problem of packaging.

While it pains me to admit this as someone who at any given time has a number of plastic berry

punnets sitting under their desk awaiting the yellow-lidded bin, the fact of the matter is we

cannot recycle our way out of the pandemic of plastic we’re living in.

Per a 2017 Science Advances paper, of the staggering 8.3bn tonnes of virgin plastic produced

worldwide only 9% has ever been recycled. If that didn’t make your stomach drop, there’s also the

fact that if the current rate of production and consumption continues, it’s estimated that by 2050

there will be 12 billion metric tons of plastic in land�lls. 

A reminder, it’s not only the plastic bottle itself that poses a problem. Consider the fact that the

majority of the resources consumed in the packing, shipping and stocking of conventional

cleaning products are expended on a product that is predominantly water. But what if the classic

ENJO product-free cleaning cloth isn’t quite your ideal solution?
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One unique eco-friendly cleaning solution comes from New Zealand company Ethique, who have

created a range of waterless cleaning concentrate bars that eliminate many of the

aforementioned drawbacks of conventional cleaning products. Their eco-friendly cleaning

products are packaged in wholly compostable cardboard packaging (yes, even the security seal)

and are simply mixed with water in your own home to create various household surface cleaners

—the range even includes a dishwashing liquid concentrate.

Ethique’s CEO Brianne West pointed out that another important factor to be aware of when

looking for a truly sustainable eco-friendly cleaning product isn’t just that the ingredients are

natural and well packaged. “Only very recently have manufacturers started paying attention to

the packaging and supply chains sustainability,” she explained via email.

“We have a �nite number of resources on our planet that we are rapidly eating away at,” says

West. The degradation of our environment is visible every day outside our window. We need to

start making better choices to safeguard our planet’s future for future generations (and all its wild

inhabitants).”

Are eco-cleaning products as effective as regular cleaning products?

Let us quash any doubts about eco-friendly or natural cleaning products e�cacy right now. Eco-

friendly cleaning products do not equate to lower e�ectiveness. 

“Our products have been extensively and independently lab-tested and found to kill 99.99% of

bacteria when used as directed,” say Bragdon and Davidson. “As an important part of Koala Eco’s

production and development processes, we’ve had our cleaners tested on multiple surfaces

including marble, concrete, and porous stone, to ensure they won’t damage any of these

materials, and to make sure we are using a safe amount of essential oils. Every test has given us

beautiful results. We do however always recommend a patch test when you use the cleaner for

the �rst time on a new surface."

West concurs that “Green chemistry has come a long way,” and adds that it’s likely only non-

household, industrial situations that would require a heavy-duty conventional cleaner.
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But aren’t eco-friendly cleaning products more expensive?

“This is something that often comes up, because initially, it can feel like a bit of a decision to

invest in clean, eco-friendly products if you are not used to choosing them,” say Bragdon and

Davidson. “It may seem you are paying more than you would for cheap, toxic products. But all I

can say is once you try genuinely environmentally friendly products that use the power of native

plants, it is hard to justify going back to the synthetic fragrance and harsh e�ect of conventional

products.”

West also concedes that yes, sometimes more sustainable alternatives are more expensive. “With

ethical choices comes cost. Our concentrates are more expensive due to our choices to ditch

plastic (our packaging is 16x more expensive than a bottle!) to avoid all palm oil and to pay our

team a living wage and use fairly traded ingredients. (And of course, all our other ethical

choices!)”
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Koala Eco also notes the concentrated nature of their formulas, “You can be sparing with them,

and still get superior results. We also make large sizes, and o�er re�lls. If you buy our products

online in bulk, that also gives you more value for money.”

“If you choose products that state they have essential oils, but these oils are diluted with

fragrance, it may make the product cheaper, but it will also be less e�ective, and you will end up

spending more in the long run. It doesn’t cost you to be discerning. You really do get what you

pay for.”

How do you avoid brands that are simply greenwashing their image?

“That’s a di�cult one,” West says. “If they don’t display their ingredients that’s a red �ag (it’s not

legally required for cleaning products like it is cosmetics.) Packaging is something else to

consider, is it genuinely sustainable or just ticking a box?”

The Koala Eco team suggests that “if this is something you are really invested in doing, then you

have to take on a bit of research, and maybe read some relevant literature. Compare the market.

Check labels carefully.”

Something they note in particular is a product trying to hide a multitude of sins behind a word:

“fragrance.” 

“If they have ‘added fragrance’ or words to that e�ect, avoid them. Many so-called ‘green’

cleaning products on the market are not actually green. They often combine a large percentage of

toxins with a small percentage of essential oil, so they mislead customers in thinking their

products are free from harmful synthetic fragrances. Remember, these synthetic fragrances are

there to mask the unpleasant smell of ammonia and other compounds.”
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“It’s the small local companies transforming the space and hopefully the larger companies will

follow.”
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Any tips for those switching to eco-friendly cleaning products?

“Just give it a whirl one product at a time, you’ll be surprised how good they are,” says West. “And

if one doesn’t work for you, try another.”

The Koala Eco team also suggests starting small, or, if you’re so inclined, taking the DIY route.

“For example, olive or coconut oil and lemon on an old cloth for polishing wooden furniture is a

great natural option. A few drops of essential oil in the toilet gives a fresh aroma—try orange or

eucalyptus. Or you could add old citrus peels to vinegar, baking soda and water for a natural

cleaner for benchtops that are safe for your family.”

“It might sound odd coming from us, suggesting you start by making your own, especially when

we have a company that makes and retails natural products, but honestly, if it means one less

household using harmful, toxic cleaners, then that’s a win for the planet, and we couldn't be

happier. And once people realise that the compromise (and ugly smell) lies in using harmful

formulas rather than natural ones, then, as we’ve said, it’s di�cult to go back to so-called

conventional cleaners.”

Below, marie claire’s eco-friendly cleaning product range recommendations. 

Koala

Koala Eco uses 100% pure Australian essential oils, combined with vinegar, sugar-based

biodegradable alcohol and plant derived ingredients. Each ingredient included in the line’s eco-

friendly cleaning product line up is researched, sourced and tested by the team. 

While they’re not “zero waste”, the brand doesn’t create any new plastic with their bottles

(recycled and recyclable) and also give a percentage of each sale to One Percent for the Planet.

We’re pleased to report these cleaners are as e�ective as they are aesthetically pleasing.

Natural Multi-Purpose Kitchen Cleaner 500ml, $12.95 from Koala Eco.

Ethique

While we’ve not yet tried everything in the range, Ethique’s line of concentrated cleaning

products is a pleasing example of a more sustainable solution that doesn’t compromise on

e�cacy, packaging or ingredients.

With entirely home compostable packaging, the line is sustainable, biodegradable and safe for

people and the planet. They’re also antibacterial, per independent testing.

Turning the concentrates into cleaners is also a very simple process. Using a pyrex or glass

measuring jug, break up the solid concentrate and cover with the directed amount of boiling
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water. From there, stir until it’s dissolved and then house the solution in an old bottle from your

previous products.

Multi-Purpose Bathroom Spray Concentrate (one box makes 350g of spray), $9.00 from Ethique.

Cove Cleaning

Another option for those looking to reduce their plastic consumption and switch to eco-friendly

cleaning products is Cove. Manufactured here in Australia using renewable energy, this

aluminium-housed cleaning line o�ers re�ll packs of liquid cleaning and laundry concentrates.

While not perfect, by any means the pouches are able to be recycled through the REDcycle

program and use 80% less plastic than a regular bottle. Likewise, the e�ective formulas are quite

concentrated—the kitchen cleaner stands its own against even the oiliest of stovetops.

The Starter Kit (includes Laundry Liquid, All Purpose Surface Spray, Glass & Window Spray and

Bathroom & Shower Spray), $69.95 (currently on sale for $55.95), from Cove Cleaning.

Monisha Rudhran
Monisha Rudhran is a Digital Content Producer for ELLE and marie claire Australia. She’s into

trying to be a better person and sparkling water.
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The Cast Of 'Halston' And How They Look Compared To The Real People They Play
Setting aside acting performances, the resemblance is uncanny - by Monisha Rudhran

If we can count on one thing in this life, it’s that Ryan Murphy will always leap at the chance to

translate history’s glamourous cabals of artists and socialites into a buzzy TV series. The latest

e�ort features Ewan McGregor as the celebrated and sometimes salacious American fashion

designer Roy Halston Frowick, known mononymously as Halston. The Net�ix series is currently

being devoured by fashion enthusiasts and casual viewers, naturally sparking much intrigue

about the true story behind Halston.

While the spirit of their performances are by no means captured by a side-by-side comparison of

the actors and the real people in Halston’s circle that they play, it is nevertheless a fun exercise.

With biopics and docuseries like House Of Gucci, Pam & Tommy and The Serpent all making

concerted e�orts to reproduce their subjects with spot-on likenesses, how does Halston measure

up? 

Below, the cast of Halston in costume and how they compare to the real people of the glamorous

designer’s inner circle.

Ewan McGregor as Halston

Ewan McGregor surely knew to expect a little critique when tackling the �ercely beloved

American fashion designer, who left behind a number of in�uential friends from his era. While

the hair and costuming look quite accurate to us, Halston's model friend and member of the

Halstonettes Pat Cleveland recently told The Cut McGregor didn't quite cut it for her.
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"[Ewan McGregor] almost got the voice right, I must say. Like, sometimes he really sounds like

Halston. But he just didn’t have the stature, and that bothered me. Halston, when he walked into a

room, he was just so sleek. And he’d never wear that shiny jacket. I don’t know why they put him

in that."

Krysta Rodriguez as Liza Minnelli

Perhaps an even bigger challenge than portraying a past icon, is portraying one who is still

among us. Krysta Rodriguez does an admirable job as Halston's friend, champion and muse Liza

Minnelli.

David Pittu as Joe Eula

A key playing in the Halston series and an important part of the real Halston fashion house's

legacy is Joe Eula, played by David Pittu. Eula was an eminent American fashion illustrator and

held the position of creator director at Halston for a decade.

Rebecca Dayan as Elsa Peretti
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Another model who formed part of the Halstonettes was Elsa Peretti, played by French actress

and model Rebecca Dayan. Peretti, of course, went on to become an incredibly celebrated

jewellery designer in her own right, creating a number of iconic pieces for luxury jewellery

company Ti�any & Co. 

Cleveland also o�ered up her perspective on Dayan's portrayal of Peretti: 

"Elsa was so tall and so boyish. The woman in the show [Rebecca Dayan] was not. Elsa wasn’t,

like, sexy-feminine. She always had a cigarette, like, Ah, I don’t care, darling. She was always

looking up in the air and in her own world, la-di-da, like the royals. Halston loved that. He said, 'If

I would marry anyone, it would be Elsa.' But in the show, their relationship was too male-female.

Elsa was as big as Halston; they were like androgynous lovers. She was so inspiring because she

didn’t care what anybody thought. She was going to wear her �at shoes and her pants. She cut

her hair into a bob—like really, really short, like a boy—and always had on big glasses. She really

had her own thing."
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